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UX Portfolio
A selection of some use cases showcasing my work & methods within UX, design
and user interaction fields. My passion extends beyod UX and designing, I venture
into fields such as Artificial Intelligence and Information Architecture.
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I have put this portfolio together in
order to not only showcase my skills
as a UX practitioner but also to share
some insights into how I work, my
methodology, passion and those who
have worked with me.
I am proud of everything in this
portfolio, not only of my work but
also the dedication and support i
have received from follow UXers,
development teams and managers
who have contributed to the projects
success.
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Who is Rahim?
What I do

I began my career as a front-end developer, coding websites and apps using HTML, CSS and
jQuery. Today my focus is UX, creating products that have a profound impact on customers
and their lives, understanding the customer, how they interact with a channel and what is
needed both from the business and for the customer.

How I got into UX

The experiences from my coding past have elevated me to a unique position, having been
exposed to some great team members, who invariably imparted their passion, knowledge and
expertise to me. This knowledge has guided me to accumulate and hone my skills, attain
insights and find ways to show innovation and consistency in my methodology.
Over the years, I found myself being drawn further into the world of user experience, striving for
data, knowledge, understanding psychology, cognitive and user behaviours. This commitment
allows me to ﬁne tune my understanding, provide better insights and participate within the
process and methodology of UX.

My purpose

I am a very passionate person, who cares about the business and their customers, what we
do, why we do it and what this would mean to the customer, I endeavour to bring the "voice of
the customer" at every juncture and offer the business insights to make informed decisions.
I believe in challenging the "status quo", to align business and customer needs in harmony and
create the best experience possible. I do this by always putting the customer at the forefront of
everything decision.
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How I Work
Requirement gathering
Stakeholder engagement
A one-2-one discussion is held with each
stakeholder to allow them to convey
openly & freely to allow me to determine a
360 view of their needs & feelings before
the project commences.
My questions are focused on:
- Objectives/vision
- Target user types
- How they measure project success
- Their feelings around the project
My method allows me to record a video (if
permitted), document stakeholder feelings,
thoughts, assumptions, their body
language to give us a 360 view of the
project.
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How I Work
Research, interviews & surveys
User engagement
Ordinarily, I conduct multiple research sessions
over time both in person and via video
conference, with the intent to ascertain the
current friction points and to gather more data
such as:
- Who they are
- What they use the system for
- When/Where they use the system
- Why/How they use the system
- Discuss pain points
After these sessions are concluded, the UX team
discuss the ﬁndings, formulate insights, produce
the team hypothesis.
Once the common ground has been identified the
UX team formulate triggers, flows and journeys. A
meeting is conducted with all parties to share the
findings, agree on project focus and scope of
work.
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How I Work
Best practices
As part of the research, I collect artefacts,
screenshots, articles and code snippets for
apps & websites from competitors both local
and international, to help get a more
comprehensive understanding of the
business. To supplement these learnings, I
periodically read market trends from similar
business models to solidify my
understanding.

Quantitative & Qualitative
As part of a bank app redesign, my task
was to simplify & optimise the transaction
history functionality. I began by researching
what history is provided by banks and
businesses, what is needed by customers
and mapping these to a possible solution.
and finally, evaluated in-house user logs, call
centre staff to uncover segment speciﬁc
user patterns.
The result was a simplified form with 40%
fewer inputs, which increased usage by
24% per month.
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How I Work
User Stories & Personas
From the insights gained, as a team, we
split the persona creation and user story
activities, so each UXer was able to
formulate a persona and a story.
My personal belief is user stories are one
of the most important facets for UX,
shifting focus from the business model to
the user-centric model allowing us to ﬁne
tune what is needed and required to full fill
the customer needs.
I perpetually try to empathise with the
business & customer, requiring the same
questions that were asked during the
research/interview phases, i.e. What am I
doing, how can this be better/faster, what
is frustrating me, am I able to complete
the task at hand.
Evaluating these questions again at this
stage will ensure the stores and personas
are ﬁt for the purpose and enable the UX
to be more ﬁnetuned and eradicate any
misconceptions.
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How I Work
UC ٢٠ Accept T&C's

User journey/flows/maps
Journey map formulation the most
important step, great care should be
taken in visualising the process that a
person goes through to accomplish a
goal/task. Formation of the journey
requires all use cases to be addressed,
ensuring that all pain/frustration points
are addressed.

Barclays
Cloud It
End User

The journeys and ﬂows are distributed to
stakeholders as early as possible, this
allows ‘buy-in’ as well as showing the
progress we have made and also to
discuss:
- Pain points from the user point of view
- How UX can solve them if possible
- System related changes that may be
need to acheive the solution.
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How I Work
Storyboards
The team creates a storyboard as a
visual representation of UX stories
and to capture attention, provide
clarity and inspire the business to
take an action.
My focus moves from journeys onto
persona creation, behaviour analysis
and alinement between business
and user needs, where I can qualify
the shared insights into scenarios.

A١.

My experience has shown, where a
system has many touchpoints,
having a storyboard and persona
often helps the stakeholder in
realising gaps in the system.
Allowing for reﬁnement of UX/
journeys to help ﬁnd a sustainable
solution.
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How I Work
Agile task cards
As a UX designer within agile, I plan
activities before the sprint occurs, which
means being proactive and testing
assumptions and tackling designs ahead
of the rest of the team.
Throughout the agility cycle, I continually
tested my assumptions by testing with
users. I had to abide by the task
timelines ensuring the research does not
run away from me during the
compressed timeline of the agile
process.
In due course, I conducted show-and-tell
activities ahead of sprints to introduce
concepts to users and team members so
that, when development is ready to
begin, the team has the designs and
other artefacts at hand.
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How I Work
Conceptualisation
When illustrating a concept, I begin
by producing rough sketches using
low-level concepts either on a
whiteboard or on paper. The focus
is to create a basic idea of how the
app will work in user interface form.
The specifics of the user interface
aren’t important at this moment.
What matters most is
understanding what the user will
see on each screen that will lead
them to the desired result.
This exercise allows me to hear/
discuss points of view and be
more ﬂexible with the concepts
and create new ones without
losing too much time.
Sometimes this exercise can
become hectic, but that's a good
thing as new ideas can help ﬁnd
better or improved solutions.
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How I Work
Prototype / Clickable wireframing
Having been a front-end developer in
the past, I am able to convert the
designs into cliackable prototypes.
I am able to use various tools to
create the prototypes, such as Adobe
Xd, Marvel App and classic code
such as using HTML/CSS & jQuery.
When stakeholders receive any
high-definition prototype, the first
thing I hear is, ‘oh the app is ready?’.
Ofcourse it is only a prototype not the
app but it can be create in such a
way that it feels like the full app.
User can use the protoype and give
all comments on the prototype itself,
where the UX can see comments
added in realtime for great
collaboration and rapid updates if
needed.
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How I Work
Usability testing
I encourge the user of usablity testing as
well as A/B testing thoughout the UX and
development process. Not only will this
help in the long trem but also in the short
team.
We are able to record a video as to how
the user is using the system, appraise
the user and their emotions whilst using
the system.
I am well versed in planning, conducting
and observing usability tests, from small
scale internal tests to sessions that take
place in a profession usability test labs
with representative samples of users.
I try to analyse the user, the speed of
task completion, user emotion, using
tracking software and any issues that
were noticed or communicated.
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Some of my work
Barclays Bank...................18
I worked at Barclays as a lead UX &
prototyper. As part of a large UX team, we
were tasked with creating an innovative
approach to banking and document
storage.

Deutsche Bank.................28
I worked at Deutshe as a lead UX & UI. I
was tasked to lead a small but talented
team in creating a ground breaking app to
be used for FX within the Bank called
Autoban.

RTA....................................36
I was hired by Roads and Transport
Authority as the UX lead to create the UX
strategy for their smart apps and change
their business model to be more user
centric.
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Some of my work

Project Focus

Barclays desire was to offer customer a
secure storage facility for users to add their
documents, receipts and all other bank
communication. This facility would also
allow users to use this documentation
when opening a bank account, requesting
a mortgage or another other service.

Solution

To create a service for all Barclays
customers, regardless of platform being
used. The customer could use the banks
infastructure to store their documents on
the could, and furthermore, these
documents should be attested allows
users to share these with 3rd parties.
These documents can be used to
authenticate the custombers identity.
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Some of my work

Project Focus

We researched what “Cloud” and
“Document Management” services inwere
avaible in the market. We also
conducted numerious user interviews to
gather infomation on:
- Type of documents shared/used
- How often & who docs are shared with
- How they track the doc versions
- Have they lost docs in the past
- Would they use Clould Services
- Would they use Clould Services from
the bank.
We were able to collate and group all
infomation together onto our wall for
further discussion and highlight al
painpoints that we as UX need to
overcome.
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Some of my work

User flows

As the lead, my task was to create the user
flows, and oversee the remaning team who
were working on the user journies.
Togehter we ensured the user was able to
do their tasks with a minimum number of
screens and actions.
As the UX team, we wanted to allow the
user to ability to access the core/
infomation from many locations such as
the “Document Stream”, using search
facility and tags.
We went through numberious iterations
due to the complex nature of the
functionality, before finalising on the final
UX.
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Some of my work

Desktop wireframes

I worked on the main site navigation to
incorporate the new service as well as
add more visibility to promotional
banners on the homepage.
My task for this phase was to create a
concept that would allow the user to
view all the info/documentation
ingested by the system and relay them
in an orderly fashion.
I worked on a number of concepts,
finally resting on the idea of the
timeline. This would show the user the
most recent document ingested closer
to the top and as the user scrolls
down, showing other docuemnts.
I also wanted to add more valuable
data such as appointments with the
bank or other meetings associated with
documents in the document stream.
Email: me@rahimhaji.com
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Some of my work

iPad wireframing

Due to the timeline for Phase 1, we
needed to started wireframing the iPad
and desktop simultaniousy, where the
iPad version was developed 2 weeks
after the desktop wireframes were
signed off.
As the lead, I had to create and ensure
the whole team were able to follow the
wireframing patterns. My first task was
to adopt the desktop ‘Document
Stream’ ideology onto the iPad.
As a team we split into 2 teams, one
team would focus on forms whilst the
other would focus on user flow
screens.
I dedicated time on the ‘Document
Stream’ and user interaction.
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Some of my work

iPhone wireframes

The iPhone wireframes were a little
more tricky to complete, not only due
to time constraints but also due to the
complexibility of the features, services
and screen real estate.
My task was similar to that I undertook
for Desktop and iPad, where I worked
on the “Document Stream”. I
conducted user A/B testing sessions
on the various concepts, trying to fine
tune the layout and the use of intuitive
gestures.
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Some of my work

Project outcome

Phase 1 (Desktop) & Phase 2 (Mobile) went
live in January & March 2013, with huge
success. Over 500k user signups within
the first month alon, which is a great indication of how well it has been received by
Braclays customers.
There were also cost savings within
Barclays, an extimated saving of 90% to IT
budgets over the coming few years, which
made the stakeholders very happy.
Due to the success of the new services,
the management at Barclays decided to
offer users to go “Paperless”, with all
banking communicationindested into the
“Document Stream”, saving Barclays on
postage, paper, letterheads, envelopes
enforcing the Barclays agenda og going
Green.
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Some of my work

Autobahn app requirements
We were approached by Deutsche Bank to
help create and enchance a mobile and
create tablet versions of their FX platform.
The idea was to transmute the daily lives of
traders, from using smart technologies and
fully incorporate UX whereby enhancing
and making traders more efficient.
As part of our research, we wanted to
understand the daily routine such as, what
time they wake up, when they begin their
work schedule, do they read any
documentation with their mornging coffee
etc.
We were able to approach the app design
in an innovative fashion, trying to break
ground and help shape the future of FX
trading.
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Some of my work

Research
We conducted numerious interviews
both with stakeholders as well as
traders who would be our end users.
For the stakeholders, we focused on:
- What they wanted from the app
- How the app could help traders
- What are their objectives
- How success is measured
For the traders, we focused on:
- Their routine from the moment they
woke up
- Their pains, what they need help with
to acheive their tasks
- What apps they use and when
- What type of websites they use
- What infomation they need and when

Email: me@rahimhaji.com
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Some of my work
Persona’s
We constructed 3 types of user persona
which catered for the type of users
.
would use the FX platform.
We were able to extract from research
the following trader habbits:
- Their main daily tasks
- What do they need to fulfill their tasks
- What apps/website they visit regularly
- Their likes/dislikes form the
app/websites
- What frustrated them the most
Once we completed the persona’s, we
went back to the users we interviewed
and discussed woth our findings and
asked if were able to indentify
themselves with the persona’s. This was
done to ensure we did not miss
anything and also to update the
persona’s if needed.
Email: me@rahimhaji.com
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Some of my work

iPad sketches
From research with users and from
within the market, we were able
assertain a number of issues:
- The lac of an app that gives traders
all their research materials related to
their traders
- the need for a dashboard that
summerises what has occured
around the globe when trading
markets opened
- The movements within the FX index
data at any given mement in time
- any emails that have come in that
they must read before any
client/team meetings
We decided, there wos a need to
create a “morning Digest” giving a
summary on their dashboard with full
details on tap.
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Some of my work

iPad wireframes
My wireframes were focused on
creating the “Dashboard”. How to
represent the infomation we needed to
provide to a trader, how we would
surface the said infomation in an
efficient manner.

4

From my interviews with traders, I
understood they wake up rather early,
they needed to read alot of content
their breakfast, they needed at hand,
any “Hot Topics” and “Trader News”
prior to getting into the office.
I decided on a few test scenarios:
[1] using mini tiles with a carousel user
can swipe between content types
[2] using “Swim Lanes” where info sits
in a list type view with filters
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Some of my work

iPad prototype
Once the wireframes had been signed
off, we conducted A/B testing on a
number of concepts to ensure the best
approach would be taken thoughout
the app.
I built hi-fidelity clickable propotyes to
be used in a lab environment, to test
user flows, app layout, infomation
architecture as well as user
interactions.
The screen shots present here are stills
from the prototypes in action. We were
able to utlise the findings from the
testing phase to rework some of the
app flows.
The prototypes were then used by the
dev team to build the app in iOS and
Andriod.
Email: me@rahimhaji.com
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Some of my work

iPad design
I was able to sit with the design
team to ensure not only the app flow
were adhered to, ut also to ake sure
they were able to take some user
.
feedback into consideration.
I worked with the iOS & Android
teams to enasure that userablity
issue were not introduced and to
help test the app during all sprints.
I was asked from the QA team to
help test the new application. To
ensure the app had adhered to the
UX user flows and interactions
including gestures. I was able find
some functionality and usability
issues, which the team were able to
fix to a pixel perfect app.
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Some of my work

iPhone design
We applied the same user stores and
flows for the iPhone app however we
were did optimise the screen real
estate and make greater use of the
“swipe and reveal” left navigation as
well as the device orientation.
,
I was able to create wireframes both
in portrait mode showing summary
infomation and landscape mode,
showing a detail as well as showing
graphs.

Styling wise, we did have a few
issues to overcome, but we managed
to do so without negating the whole
balanace of design and functionality
of the app.
As usual, we tested the full app
ironing out some small usablity
issues.
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Some of my work

Project outcome
The Autobahn FX app has won numerious
industry awards over the past few years. It
has been received as a ground breaking
app, which has revolutionised the way
traders perform their daily tasks.
Deutsche Bank has recorded a marked
increase on sales and trader performance
due to the apps introduction.
Stakeholders and Traders are now able to
customise the app to their needs, such as
selecting the author commentary, data
types as well as research and pricing
related to the areas of expertise. The
“value add” for traders is giving them
invaluable data as well as more time for
rest.
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Some of my work

Project Focus

RTA would like to move to a more “User
Centric” approach when designing smart
applications. The new app called “Dubai
Drive” will cater for all ‘Road Users’
showcasing almost 83 services ranging
from Vehicle registration to Parking and
Salik services.

Solution

The aim of Dubai Drive app to bring
innovation and smart usage to the forefront
by leveraging existing technology to define
an all inclusive companion experience.
Providing users with notifications, alerts
and help when they must need it. Create a
companion app that aids users when
undertaking their daily tasks such as
parking and Salik recharge.
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Some of my work

Some new UX tools
The following tools are used to help
me complete my UX tasks.
- Sketch App used when creating
app/website sketches
- Marvel used to create clickable
prototypes, used for user testing
- Morae software used to capture
the participant's interview feedback
- Tobii used for ‘eye-tracking’ when
trying to understand user behavior
- XMind is a mind mapping and
brainstorming software, can capture
ideas, clarify thinking etc
- Zeplin software is used to extract
all style and functionality requirements
and handed-over to the development
teams to use.
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Some of my work

Stakeholder Research
Numerious stakeholder interviews with
various RTA departments were .
conducted, to understand their
requirements, pain points and their belief
of what this app should offer.
Core objective “We want to give Dubai
drivers the companion they need for their
daily lives.” Understand and draw relevant
& actionable conclusions; enabling
development and growth of the brand’s
User Experience.
Our dicussions led us to believe:
- The app should be innovative
- Reduce the number of service screens
- Improve the user experience & interface
- Should feel more intuitive & rewarding
- The design should put the user first, so
any changes needed on a service level
should be recommended
Email: me@rahimhaji.com
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Some of my work

Research methods
1-2-1 interviews
One-to-one interviews enable the
moderator to understand certain user
behaviours and to get accurate insights into
various user profiles, past experiences,
behavioural patterns, thought processes
and expectations. The sessions were
constructed through personas, ice breaker
interviews, and first impression testing.
Ice-breaker Interviews
The Ice breaker interview helped us to get
to know each user and to understand how
they understand and use various aspects of
the road.
Impression Testing
The impression test provided us with
feedback on the current app look and feel
as well as how easily users could find
information.
Email: me@rahimhaji.com
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Some of my work

User Research
We conducted numerious user interviews
and surveys to gauge user feelings about
the app, if they have used it before and
gather any pain points they found.
The main aim to to align the business needs
with those of the users.
For user interviews, we focused on:
- What tasks users do on the app
- How the app could help users
- What are their objectives
- What users feel is a good app
As a summary, we grouped user needs,
features togther with the service on offer
and orchestrated final interviews with the
stakeholders to align user needs and
business needs and provided a few
recommendations which would help users.
Email: me@rahimhaji.com
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Some of my work

Benchmaking exercise
RTA has a one of a kind app for road users
and the opportunity to build a world class
product tailored to be a companion for
drivers in Dubai.
To achive a higer user satisfaction, we
needed to conduct a benchmarking
excercise to evaluative what other apps in
the market are offering and to allow us to
exceed and delight users.
We searched for the best apps in terms of
user friendliness, app performace, user
adoption as well as innovative features that
we should adopt.
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Some of my work

Research conclusion
Our findings pointed us to the following:
- Users love an app thats helps. them do
things quickly with ‘in time’ notifications
- To be true to the objective of being
‘relevant’ to users and their needs
- To match users expectations and mind
map based on their input, rather than,
assuming on their behalf what they would
like and pushing business goals and
priorities on them
- The research outcome helps to map out
user journey’s and to implement the right
structure/layout to accommodate the
appropriate content and call to actions.
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Some of my work

Persona’s
From our research, we were able to constructed 3
types of user persona, which catere for the type of
users who would use the app.
We were able to extract the following:
- Their daily tasks/services used
, daily tasks
- What could help them durning the
- Which apps they use regularly
- Their likes/dislikes on the current app
- Their feelings when using the current app
- What frustrated them the most
We shared our thoughts with the users to gauge if
we have addressed all their feedback and also to
use as a barometer for future use. We discussed
the persona’s and asked if they can indentify
themselves within one personal, the user
feedback is then to finalise all persona’s.
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Some of my work

User stories/flows
I create all use-cases and fit them into the
user flows, this step allows me to ensure
that all situations have been addressed, if
there are any pitfalls in the processes.
The user flows allow us to focus and
safeguard that we are solving issues in a
consistent manner.
The journeys and flows are shared with
stakeholders as early as possible, so we
can discuss with them;
- What the issues were from a users
perspective,
- How we aim to solve them,
- What system changes may need to be
made to achieve the best solution.
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Some of my work

Nested doll
Tabbed View

Information Architecture
Mobile devices have their own set of
Information Architecture patterns. Our
scope was to be innovative and my
experiance has shown me there are
navigation patterns we can use, such as
Hierarchy, Hub & spoke, Nested doll,
Tabbed view, Bento box and Filtered
view.
I tested a few popular app’s tring to
gauge which pattern would best for our
case-case. For me the best one that
suited our needs was the “Bento Box”.
This pattern brings more detailed content
directly to the homescreen by using
components to display portions of related
tools or content. It can be really powerful
as it allows the user to comprehend key
information at a glance, but does heavily
rely on having a well-designed interface
with information presented clearly.
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Some of my work

Conceptualise
By drawing and sketching low-level
concepts on cards or whiteboard. I do
this for a number of reasons, mainly as it
allows the rest of the team to join in and
provide swift feedback as I can continue
the sketching and planning the flows out.
I like the team to pick up markers and join
in, make alterations, edits and
improvements.
The exercise allows me more flexibility to
rub out concepts and add new ones, as
more feedback and interaction takes
place between the Users, designers and
developers.
Sometimes, this exercise can get a little
hectic, but it helps the team focus and
engage with the process.
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Some of my work

Conceptualise
I try to create a few different ideas when
skeching, this allows me to work ‘out of
the box’ and go crazy.
I find skeching fun as I can draw in pencil
as it allows me to ‘rub’ out any miskates.
As this is rather low cost in terms of time
and effort, so i can tryout different ideas.
Wearable are new area for me, it takes
more a little more time to ‘hash’ out ideas
that could work so cometimes i jump
straght to using UX tools like Adobe Xd
and Marvel.
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Wearable Wireframes
Once I knew the navigational style of the
app, it was simpler for me to begin
working on the wearable app. I know that
.
I needed to be precise as to the info and
‘call to action’ for the watch.
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Some of my work

iPhone Wireframes
I started working on the wireframes once
the skech ideas were voted on.
Using Adobe Xd and Skeach I put the
wires together focuing on the user
journeys.
My first task was to work on the
‘Dashboard’, using the ‘bento-box’
navigation model. I wanted to allow the
user to have a 360 view of them within
RTA services.
I also wanted to offer the user options to
personalise the app, remove tiles/info as
well as move info around so what ever
the user would do regularly was shown at
the top.
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User Testing
We normally use Tobii to fully understand
what pain points the user has found,
accordingly we updated our new design to
satisfy user.
We would ask the user to complete a task,
the ‘Combined Gaze’ plots for 10 seconds,
and confirms the observation that most
users notices/focus on the new features or
designs.
We also use the ‘Combined heat map’ e.g.
the homescreen (First 5.20 seconds) which
shows that most users spend time on the
profile link, notifications, footer menu and
the information shown in tiles.
Using this data we can update the new
design and ‘Call to Action’.
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Wearable design

RTA would like to move to a more “User
Centric” approach when designing smart
applications. The new app called “Dubai
Drive” will cater for all ‘Road Users’
showcasing almost 83 services. ranging
from Vehicle registration to Parking and
Salik services.
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Mobile design
We conducted numerious stakeholder
interviews with various RTA departments
as well as user interviews and surveys to
gauge user feelings about RTA smart
apps. The main aim to to aline the
business needs with those of the, users.
For user interviews, we focused on:
- What tasks users do on the app
- How the app could help users
- What are their objectives
- What users feel is a good app
As a summary, we grouped user needs,
features togther with the service on offer
and orchestrated final interviews with the
stakeholders to align user needs and
business needs and provided a few
recommendations which would help
users.
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Tablet Design
From our research, we were able to
constructed 3 types of user persona,
which catere for the type of users who
would use the app.
We were able to extract the following:
- Their daily tasks/services used
- What could help them durning the daily
tasks
- Which apps they use regularly e.g for
Salik/Parking
- Their likes/dislikes on the current app
- Their feelings when using the current
app
- What frustrated them the most
We shared our thoughts with the users
to gauge if we have addressed all their
feedback and also to use as a
barometer for future use. We discussed
Email: me@rahimhaji.com
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Project outcome
The RTA Dubai app was a hugh success
both for RTA, stakeholders and our users.
One of to way in which we measure
success are by the:
- 100% increase in downloads
- 76% increase in repeat users
- 68% reduction in number of complaints
- Winner for last 6 years for the best
government app in UAE
- Winner of the Global award for
government services
I take great pride in feedback received
from customers and assessors, as it has a
humbling effect on me. Knowing
customers and peers alike find the apps
simple to use and find has had an impact
on their lives. This has been a great
accomplishment and we take the
positives and push harder and aim for
future success.
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